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Registering New Customers
is Only Half the Battle
SUC CES S IS NOT ACHIE V ED UN TIL A PURCH A SE IS M A DE

Customers are most enthusiastic about AMSOIL
products when they first register, and customers who
try AMSOIL products sooner may be more likely to
become regular customers. Strike while the iron is hot.
Pursue sales to new customers when they register or
soon thereafter.
The longer they go without making a purchase, the
less likely they are to purchase at all. If they don’t
make a purchase, you don’t earn a commission.
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Alan Amatuzio
Co-President & COO

Those of you fortunate enough to
attend the DJ Convention were
treated to an inside look at some
exceptional products and programs
currently under development. Alan
went in-depth on our strategic
plan, the process by which it is
developed and the path we’re on
for 2017.
As you know, automotive and
powersports enthusiasts are our
prime targets. We’ve told you
about our research indicating
that automotive enthusiasts prefer
shopping at auto parts stores, and
we made several enhancements to
the Retail Account Program to help
you achieve greater success in that
market. Along the way, it was clear
that the independent stores are
not as plentiful as they once were.
Large national chains are buying
them up. Well, we don’t sell to large
national chains so it’s also clear
that parts stores should not be
Dealers’ primary focus.
That doesn’t mean that we don’t
want you to pursue parts stores.
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There is still a great deal of
opportunity in that market. In fact,
we visited four independent NAPA
stores in a city with an AMSOIL
Distribution Center, and none of
them were registered accounts
and most had never been visited
by a Dealer. There is still plenty of
business out there for the taking
and you should take as much of
it as you can, but you are more
likely to find greater long-term
success pursuing enthusiasts with
the Preferred Customer Program or
through independent repair shops.
It’s just a matter of prioritization.
Setting priorities is one benefit of
a strategic plan. It should come
as no surprise to any of you that
Dealers are our first priority.
Specifically, our plan calls for us
to “improve the effectiveness of
the Dealer business model.” In
order to acquire more enthusiasts
as customers, we have to improve
the Dealer opportunity and attract
more people who want to build
businesses, expanding our reach

Dean Alexander
Co-President & CFO

and our ability to capture more
enthusiast market share without the
help of big retail. We are currently
investigating some substantial
and exciting improvements to the
Dealer Program. You can expect
a strong focus on Dealer and
customer retention, improvements
to Dealer compensation, corporate
assistance with recruiting and
changes to Dealer recognition.
We will be working diligently on
these initiatives throughout the
coming year, and we’re looking
forward to sharing these exciting
developments with you as they are
finalized.

Dean Alexander
Co-President & CFO

Alan Amatuzio
Co-President & COO
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CLASS IS IN SESSION
Welcome to AMSOIL University Online
Immerse yourself in sales, technical and marketing
training, business-building strategies and more.
Learn at your own pace, on your own schedule.
•
•
•
•

Interactive courses
Monthly webinars
Evolving lineup of presentations and training
Free T1 Certification training. T2, T3 and T4
training available for a minimal annual fee.

Explore AMSOIL University Online by logging in to
the Dealer Zone and clicking the AU Online link.

The Knowledgebase is another useful
resource in the Dealer Zone. It offers
a wide range of topics in an easy-tonavigate, frequently-asked-questions
format. Categories include the following:
•
•
•
•

?

Getting Started
Product Information
Technical Information
Managing, Promoting and Building My Business

Whether your business is in its infancy or going on
25 years, the Knowledgebase holds the answers to
many of your questions.

PREFERRED CUSTOMER
PROGRAM
What do I say to someone interested
in being a Dealer when they see all the
“free shipping” Preferred Customer
deals? They want to know “how do I
make any money?” Why would I want
to be a Dealer when a customer can
bypass me?
Being a small Dealer, sometimes I
have the same question. At times to
me it looks like it is getting to be all
about “company” and not “Dealers.” I
know money must be made to stay in
business. I will remain a Dealer due to
some loyal customers who want me to
make a little money.

Charles Parker
AMSOIL: Dealers make money as they
always have, by registering new Dealers,
Preferred Customers and accounts. The
AMSOIL Preferred Customer Program
was designed to help Dealers increase
sales to their Preferred Customers.
Preferred Customers hold no advantage over working Dealers, nor can they
bypass their Dealers. Dealers earn commission credits on every P.C. purchase.
Your profits are not negatively affected
when your P.C.s take advantage of one
of these promotions. If anything, your
profits should increase. P.C.s who take
advantage of our promotions typically
purchase substantially more than those
who do not. In fact, Dealers with P.C.s
taking advantage of the promotions are
earning an average of 15 percent more
than Dealers with P.C.s not taking advantage of the promotions.
It can never be about the company and
not the Dealers, Charles. We have a
symbiotic partnership – what’s good for
one is good for the other; what’s bad
for one is bad for the other. The P.C.
Program is designed to generate larger,
more frequent sales and improve retention. That provides Dealers with larger
commissions and more repeat business.
That’s good for Dealers of all sizes.

AMSOIL: Thank you for your feedback.
We will likely add the viscosities to the
labels of Synthetic V-Twin Transmission
Fluid (MVT) and Synthetic V-Twin Primary
Fluid (MVP).

Ray Bass

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

AMSOIL: Thank you for your suggestion.
We’ll take it under consideration for
future poster ideas. In the meantime,
those pictures, as well as pictures
comparing the performance of SABER ®
Professional Synthetic 2-Stroke Oil (ATP)
and a leading oil brand, are featured in
the Lawn & Landscape Professionals
brochure (G1056) and fair handout
(G2508). Both pieces are outstanding
sales tools when approaching potential
accounts.

I couldn’t help but notice in the Dealer
Zone’s Message Center the notice about
customer reviews. It states, “To maintain
impartial reviews, Dealers should refrain
from posting.”

V-TWIN PRODUCTS
I very much liked seeing your response
to the question of the SAE ratings of
your V-twin products (July AMSOIL
Magazine). I also shied away from them
without knowing this info. Many riders I
speak with, myself included, believe that
Harley’s* recommendation of 20W-50
is just to better market their SYN3* oil.
Most riders I know who seek out the
best products for their Harleys typically
lean toward dedicated fluids. Your comments about no aftermarket competitors
listing viscosity ratings misses the mark
a bit. Bel-Ray* and Spectro* are just
two. Many, myself included again, have
had success using quality automotive
products in these applications with the
desired SAE ratings. Adding this info
to the labeling of the V-twin line would
definitely help to market them.
Also, as to the comment about your ad
showing riders without helmets, bikers
view motorcycling as an expression of
freedom, including the right to choose
whether or not to wear a helmet. No biker
is going to lose sleep over that ad and
it certainly won’t hinder sales, which is
what we should stay focused on.
Thanks, personally, for helping to keep
me on two wheels.

OIL TESTING PHOTOS
I like the demonstration on page 11 of
the July AMSOIL Magazine showing how
AMSOIL Formula 4-Stroke ® Synthetic
Small Engine Oil (ASE) withstands heat

6

better than our competitors. I suggest
designing a poster like this; explaining
and showing the difference would
increase sales. The picture catches your
attention and makes you want to know
more.

| NOVEMBER 2016
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Marshall Young

Two points need to be made here. First,
as Dealers and Direct Jobbers, we ARE
customers too, as we try to frequently
remind you folks. We buy AMSOIL
products just like everyone else and we
are NOT employees, but Independent
Dealers.
Secondly, if you truly want “impartial”
feedback, we need to be, and should be,
part of the review process.
Thank you,

Ray Howard
AMSOIL: We know AMSOIL Dealers are
our best customers and most enthusiastic
advocates; however, it’s important to
view product reviews from a potential
customer’s perspective. Customers are
naturally wary of reviews from people who
sell the particular product, while reviews
from impartial customers who are simply
end-users carry more weight - their
reviews aren’t susceptible to influence
from the potential to profit from the
product’s sale. Because AMSOIL Dealers
are in direct contact with corporate staff,
your reviews are heard directly. Thank you
for being an AMSOIL Dealer.

Email letters to:
letters@amsoil.com
Or, mail them to:
AMSOIL INC.
Communications Department
Attn: Letters
925 Tower Avenue
Superior, WI 54880
Letters are subject to editing for length
and clarity; please include your name,
address and phone number.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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Variable valve timing improves
engine efficiency.
Quality oil is vital for keeping sensitive components clean
and functioning properly.

Matt Erickson | TECHNICAL PRODUCT MANAGER, PASSENGER CAR
Variable valve timing (VVT) is one of the
big-three engine technologies (along with
turbocharging and direct fuel injection)
automakers have turned to in the last
several years to meet increasingly
strict fuel-economy and emissions
requirements without sacrificing vehicle
performance.
Although it sounds complicated, VVT
is based on the simple principle that
engine efficiency can be increased by
adjusting when the engine’s valves open
and close. Say you’re cruising down the
highway and approach a logging truck.
As you depress the accelerator to pass,
an engine with VVT can quickly adjust
when the valves open, allowing the
combustion chamber to fill with air and
fuel more efficiently. This results in better
torque, helping you easily pass the truck
and be on your way. When you let off
the accelerator, the VVT system adjusts
the timing again relative to your driving
conditions so the valves open and close
in a way that returns optimum efficiency
at lower engine speeds. Overall, the
vehicle delivers increased torque and
fuel economy while cutting emissions.
The keys to the system working are the
components responsible for advancing
or retarding valve timing in response
to driving conditions. Although each
system is slightly different, they all use
motor oil as a hydraulic fluid to move
the necessary components. Many
accomplish this with cam phasers that
provide extra rotation to the camshaft,
thereby adjusting when the valves open
and close. VVT components typically
contain tiny openings through which
the oil must flow in order to function
properly, as you can see in the images.
The solenoid pictured, from a 3.5L Ford*
EcoBoost* engine, contains openings
.007 of an inch across, which is about
the thickness of two sheets of paper.

The solenoid directs oil flow based on a
signal from the computer. Pressurized oil
enters the middle ring (where most of the
deposits are on the solenoid pictured).
Then it sends oil out the top or bottom
ring to advance or retard timing. In the
case of this engine, deposits prevented
oil from flowing properly. The computer
detected incorrect valve timing,
illuminating the check-engine light.
Even the slightest amount of deposits
can lodge in these tiny openings and
negatively affect the system. In some
cases, dealerships view these problems
as non-serviceable and recommend
engine replacement instead of repairs.
The good news is, many VVT issues can
be avoided simply with a combination of
proper maintenance and high-quality oil
and filtration. AMSOIL synthetic motor oil
resists deposits and sludge better than
conventional oils, helping keep sensitive
VVT components clean and functioning
properly. It also resists viscosity loss,
meaning it consistently performs the
duties of a hydraulic fluid, which is vital to
proper operation of VVT components.
As an AMSOIL Dealer,
having your customers’
best interests in mind is
central to your business.
The vast majority have
VVT engines, so stress the
importance of following
the appropriate oilchange guidelines. Many
engines with VVT are also
turbocharged, including
the EcoBoost from which
this solenoid originated.
Turbocharged engines
automatically fall under our
severe-service category,
meaning customers who
use Signature Series

Synthetic Motor Oil can extend their
drain intervals up to 15,000 miles, 700
hours or one year if they choose. Even if
a customer is not interested in extended
drain intervals, Signature Series is an
excellent choice for maximum engine
and turbocharger protection.
They should also be using AMSOIL Ea®
Oil Filters. They offer a filtering efficiency
of 98.7 percent at 20 microns. Twenty
microns is roughly 10 times smaller than
the openings in the solenoids pictured.
Compared to conventional filters, Ea
Oil Filters do a better job trapping and
holding the deposits that could otherwise
end up negatively affecting VVT
components.
VVT systems aren’t going anywhere
anytime soon. The challenges
they present to motor oil are really
opportunities in disguise. Selling a
high-quality synthetic motor oil and
advanced filters becomes easier when
your customers realize the importance
of superior protection to the life and
performance of their vehicles.

VVT solenoids
often contain tiny
oil-flow passages
that can easily
clog with deposits
if maintenance
is neglected or
low-quality oil or
filters are used.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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WARM UP YOUR
VEHICLE FASTER
IN COLD WEATHER
AMSOIL DOMINATOR® Coolant Boost (RDCB)
is designed to reduce corrosion and significantly
enhance heat transfer in cooling systems. One
of the overlooked benefits of better heat transfer
is much quicker engine warm-up in winter
conditions, which is noticed when the vehicle’s
defroster works much sooner.
To understand how DOMINATOR Coolant Boost
reduces engine warm-up times in cold weather,
it’s important to understand the fundamentals
of an engine’s cooling system and how Coolant
Boost’s proprietary tiered-surfactant technology
works. The same tiered-surfactant technology that
aids in reducing engine operating temperatures
also decreases engine warm-up times.

Many leading coolant additives contain only one
surfactant, limiting their temperature ranges and
effectiveness.
AMSOIL DOMINATOR Coolant Boost uses
three surfactants, each designed to operate in a
different temperature range to increase liquid-tometal contact from the time the vehicle starts to
the time it reaches operating temperature.
Graphic A illustrates how each surfactant in
Coolant Boost’s tiered-surfactant technology is
designed to provide optimal performance over
a wide temperature range, while competing
products with only one surfactant are limited to
performance in a single temperature range.

In a vehicle’s cooling system, the goal is to quickly
and effectively move heat away from engine
components, permitting the engine to run at a
safe, controlled temperature. An effective cooling
system reduces stress on all aspects of the
engine, including the oil. Alternatively, a corroded
cooling system that transfers heat ineffectively will
eventually lead to engine overheating, motor-oil
breakdown and catastrophic failure.

Graphic B outlines controlled testing of AMSOIL
DOMINATOR Coolant Boost with a 50/50
antifreeze/water mix. When a cooling system
reaches 120°F, you feel warm air coming out
of the defroster. The time it takes to reach this
temperature with Coolant Boost is reduced by 49
percent compared to the 50/50 antifreeze/water
mix alone. The time required to warm the cooling
system to 180ºF is reduced by 54 percent.

A surfactant reduces the surface tension of water
and antifreeze, allowing closer contact with metal
parts. This closer contact increases the coolant’s
efficiency in transferring heat away from hot
engine parts and out through the radiator and fan.

Through the use of tiered surfactants, AMSOIL
DOMINATOR Coolant Boost delivers quicker
warm-up times in the winter and reduced engine
temperatures in the summer, making it an
excellent choice for year-round use.

• Helps vehicles
warm-up an
average of 54%
faster in winter.
• Reduces engine
temps up to 25˚F
in summer.

Graphic A
DOMINATOR ® COOLANT BOOST RANGE

TIER 1

TIER 2

Low Temperatures
		
Graphic
B
Coolant Only

8

Medium Temperatures

COMPETITORS’ RANGE

Coolant W/
Coolant Boost

Improvement

30° to 120ºF

6.3 min.

3.2 min.

49% faster

30° to 180ºF

11.4 min.

5.3 min.

54% faster

| NOVEMBER 2016
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TIER 3

High Temperatures

Who doesn’t want their vehicle to warm-up faster
on cold winter days? Talk to your customers about the
benefits of AMSOIL DOMINATOR Coolant Boost.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Leads Process Shows Improvement
In November 2015, AMSOIL recognized
that leads’ conversion rate was
diminishing slowly and steadily, while
the number of buying customers
assigned to T1-Certified Dealers had
increased. In December, we responded
to the challenge by overhauling the
leads-handling process in an effort
to improve the conversion rate and
produce more buying customers for
T1-Certified Dealers. The new approach
reduced Dealers’ workload, allowing
them more time to service existing
customers and accounts and focus on
recruiting new buying customers.
We are pleased to announce that
the new leads-handling process,
paired with the ability of accounts to
self-register, has been successful at
producing leads and increasing the
number of buying customers we then
assign to T1-Certified Dealers.
Leads and Conversions
One way AMSOIL supports Dealers
is through national advertising and
marketing campaigns designed to
attract interest and draw leads. The
advertising and marketing AMSOIL
executes on behalf of our Dealers
has generated an overall 25 percent
improvement in the number of leads
captured through amsoil.com. But the
investment we make in advertising and
marketing for Dealers isn’t valuable
if leads don’t convert to buying
customers.
We’ve seen a 6 percent increase in
conversion from leads to registered
customers since last December. Of
those converted, 81 percent made a
purchase when they registered.

Opens and Clicks

The numbers are impressive when
looking specifically at how the nurturing
emails for each program performed.
Enticing email subject lines that grab
customers’ attention can make or
break any campaign. The double-digit
open rates we’re seeing in each of the

AVG . O PE N R ATE
Dealer Program - 40%
Commercial Program - 40%
Retail Program - 43%
Customer Program - 29%
Industry Average - 19%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

campaigns is considered outstanding
in the marketing industry, showing
that we’re right on target with our
messaging.

customer lead types and testing them
by tracking their open and click rates.
We will also continue tracking which
content garners the most conversions.

Click rates have also been notable,
confirming that we have successfully
honed the content of our marketing
messages to each type of customer and
pinpointed what they find interesting
and useful.

Watch for more information over the
next year as we continue to enhance
our leads process, making it more
productive and valuable for T1-Certified
Dealers.

Continuing Goals

Even though the email processes we’ve
put in place have delivered excellent
results, the work isn’t done. Lead
conversion rates have improved, but
we want to increase that number
even more. Our goal is to
continue improving the
leads-nurturing emails
to produce as many
buying customers
for T1-Certified
Dealers as
we can. To
do this, we
will continue
updating the
individual
messages to
each of the

NOVEMBER 2016 |
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Matt Morgan – Regional Technical Sales Manager

Mark Nyholm – Mechanical Engineer - Product Manager, Heavy Duty

Dave Anderson – Senior Technical Analyst

Rollie Everson – Director, Facilities and Maintenance

John Peer – Production Worker

Patricia Stoll – Trade Show Manager

Ryan Lawrey – Technical Services Representative

Josh Kimmes – Product Specialist

Matt Dixon – Director, Finance & Business Analysis

Michael Hudec – IT Project Manager

A Company of Enthusiasts: The Legacy Continues
Enthusiasts are important to AMSOIL.
They make up the majority of our loyal
customers and dedicated Dealers and
help spread the word about the excellent
protection and power AMSOIL products
provide. Enthusiasts also make up a
good number of our employees. From
snowmobiles to tuners and everything in
between, their interests run the gamut and
play an important role in their passion for
their work. They bring endless ideas to the
table, help confront challenges and participate in product validation.
Without enthusiasts, we wouldn’t be
where we are today. They drive our
quality, our dedication and our passion.

Refreshing Our Enthusiasm
Last year, we launched a campaign to
show everyone what our employees are
passionate about. We had an excellent
response from customers and Dealers
who enjoyed getting an inside look at
our family of AMSOIL enthusiasts. They
viewed our videos, saw us on the calendar and in print ads and shared their

own stories through social media and the
landing page at www.amsoil.com/
enthusiasts.

Zone. Non-personalized calendars are
available through the AMSOIL web store
at www.amsoil.com. See p. 23 for pricing.

Because enthusiasts are such an
important part of who we are, we’re
doubling down in 2017. New videos will
share the faces of 12 different employeeenthusiasts and tell their stories. As it
was in 2016, the refreshed campaign will
be implemented on a number of different
platforms.

Social Media

Videos

Print Ads

Twelve new videos provide a closer look
at the people of AMSOIL and what they’re
into. Each features a different employee
telling his or her story in his or her own
words.

Calendar
The full-color 2017 AMSOIL Wall
Calendar (G1105) features 12 AMSOIL
employees, the equipment they love and
the AMSOIL products they love to use.
Personalized calendars are available from
the AMSOIL Print Center in the Dealer

Social media messages on Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, Google+ and Instagram
will introduce a new AMSOIL employee
and video each month. Readers will
be invited to share what they’re into on
social media and on the landing page by
posting their stories and photos.
Advertisements in print publications will
target niche audiences. Approximately
15 percent of ads placed will feature an
AMSOIL enthusiast.

Landing Page
Finally, the landing page at www.amsoil.com/
enthusiasts ties the campaign together.
It’s where all the videos can be found and
encourages viewers to contribute to the
collection by sharing their own stories and
photos.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim,
express or implied, is made by their use. All products advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Darryn Wallace – Technical Service Representative

Bryce Malone – Vice President, Dealer Sales and Service

AMSOIL is Prepared for the Next
Generation of Diesel Oils
Premium Synthetic Diesel Oil and OE Synthetic Diesel Oil will be discontinued,
replaced with new AMSOIL Signature Series Max-Duty Synthetic Diesel Oil and
AMSOIL Heavy-Duty Synthetic Diesel Oil in February.
The two upcoming new API diesel oil
specifications focus on these five goals:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced emissions
Improved fuel economy
Stronger oxidation stability
Better shear stability
Increased resistance to aeration

be discontinued and replaced by new
AMSOIL Heavy-Duty Synthetic Diesel
Oil in February.

AMSOIL Signature Series Max-Duty
Synthetic Diesel Oil

The new API CK-4 specification is
designed for current model-year and
older diesel engines and is backwardcompatible with API CJ-4 (and prior)
oils.

Like Signature Series Synthetic Motor Oil for
gasoline engines, Signature Series Max-Duty
Synthetic Diesel Oil will represent the top tier
of AMSOIL protection and performance for
diesel engines. Signature Series will be available in 5W-40 and 15W-40 viscosities, as
well as new 0W-40 and 5W-30 viscosities.

The new API FA-4 specification is
designed to further improve fuel
economy and reduce emissions. FA-4
oils are not backward-compatible
and may only be used in certain 2017
and newer over-the-road trucks, when
approved by the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM).

• Max-duty engine protection and
performance
• Significantly exceed industry requirements
• Full OEM specification coverage
• Reduced oil consumption
• Extended drain intervals, including
reintroduction of 25,000-mile/one-year
drain intervals for turbodiesel trucks.

A Sneak Peak

A Premium All-Fleet Oil

The launch of the new API
specifications in December will prompt
a significant change in the AMSOIL
synthetic diesel oil lineup as all-new API
CK-4 diesel oils are added to the mix.
Premium Synthetic Diesel Oil (DEO,
DME) will be discontinued and replaced
by new AMSOIL Signature Series
Max-Duty Synthetic Diesel Oil, and OE
Synthetic Diesel Oil (OEC, OED) will

• Meets the latest diesel and gasoline oil
specifications, including API CK-4 and
API SN
• Emissions-system compliant
• Low viscosity delivers protection equal
to higher viscosity engine oils

Signature Series 5W-30 Max-Duty
Synthetic Diesel Oil will be a premium
all-fleet oil engineered for modern diesel
and gasoline engines.

All-new formulations replace Premium Synthetic Diesel Oil

AMSOIL Heavy-Duty Synthetic
Diesel Oil
AMSOIL Heavy-Duty Synthetic Diesel Oil
will provide outstanding protection and
performance for customers seeking an
upgrade over conventional and syntheticblend diesel oils, while being pricecompetitive with other synthetic brands
in the marketplace. AMSOIL Heavy-Duty
Synthetic Diesel Oil will be available in
15W-40 and 10W-30 viscosities, as well
as a new 5W-40 viscosity.
• Heavy-duty engine protection and
performance
• Excellent opportunity for price-conscious
customers to move up to AMSOIL quality
• Reduced oil consumption
• Improved commission structure for
Dealers
Look for more exciting information about
the new AMSOIL synthetic diesel oil
lineup in the coming months.

All-new formulations replace OE Synthetic Diesel Oil

DEALER: ‘EVERYTHING RUNS
BETTER, LASTS LONGER’
Dealer Robert Lolato of Orleans, Ontario, Canada has been
a believer in AMSOIL products for more than 20 years.
He started using AMSOIL products in
1985. “I can tell you firsthand that my
experience with AMSOIL products has
been phenomenal,” he said. “Everything
runs better and lasts longer. That’s why
I decided in 2013 to become a Dealer
— to help other people experience the
benefits of using AMSOIL products.”
Lolato uses his 2009 GMC* 2500 HD
Crew Cab* short-bed 4X4 diesel truck to
haul a fifth-wheel camper. He installed
AMSOIL Premium 15W-40 Synthetic
Diesel Oil (DME) and an Ea® Oil Filter at
the first oil change.
At 50,000 kilometers, he installed
AMSOIL synthetic lubricants throughout
the drivetrain of the truck:
Front Differential: AMSOIL Severe
Gear ® 75W-90 Synthetic Extreme
Pressure (EP) Gear Lube (SVG)
Transfer Case: AMSOIL Signature
Series Fuel-Efficient Synthetic Automatic
Transmission Fluid (ATL)

Transmission: AMSOIL Signature
Series Fuel-Efficient Synthetic Automatic
Transmission Fluid (ATL)
Rear Differential: AMSOIL Severe
Gear 75W-90 Synthetic Extreme
Pressure (EP) Gear Lube (SVG)
All Grease Fittings: AMSOIL Synthetic
Multi-Purpose Grease (GLC)
Fuel Treatment: AMSOIL Diesel
Injector Clean (ADF) in spring,
summer and fall and AMSOIL Diesel
Injector Clean + Cold Flow (DFC) in
the winter months. When he tows the
12,000-pound fifth-wheel, Lolato uses
AMSOIL Diesel Cetane Boost (ACB).
“My truck has 149,000 kilometers, and
I tow a 38-foot fifth-wheel in the hot
summer with no problem,” Lolato said.
“And it starts in winter at minus 45
degrees without plugging it in.”

“I am getting better fuel mileage,” Lolato
said. “There’s no lack of power, even
when towing in hilly terrain, and it runs
cool in the hot summer months when
towing.”
His rig sparks interest and questions
about the quality of AMSOIL products.
“When people see my truck with the
AMSOIL stickers on the back window,
I show them the clean tailpipe on the
truck and they can’t believe it’s a diesel.
I also tell them the fuel mileage I get on
the highway (25 mpg, not towing) and
how cool the engine and transmission
are when towing (78°C transmission,
100°C engine).”
Lolato also uses AMSOIL products front
to back in his 2006 Mazda 3* hatchback
with a 2.3L engine and his 2017
Hyundai Elantra* with a 2.0L engine.

He changes the oil about every 15,000
kilometers, depending on fuel dilution.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.
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AMSOIL Scholarships Help
MMI Students Get Started
on the Right Foot
AMSOIL ‘Strong Start’ Relocation Grant helps a military leader transition
into a new life.

In July 2014, AMSOIL entered a
partnership with Universal Technical
Institute (UTI) to become the official oil
of its motorcycle and marine divisions,
the Motorcycle Mechanics Institute (MMI)
and Marine Mechanics Institute (MMI).
AMSOIL products are incorporated in the
MMI training and curriculum, students
work first-hand with AMSOIL products,
and classrooms and labs are branded with
AMSOIL paint schemes, signage, product
displays and training aides. Upon entering
their professions, many graduates become
AMSOIL brand ambassadors, helping build
brand recognition and demand that create
outstanding opportunities for Dealers in the
marketplace.
“We entered this partnership with the goal
of educating students about the benefits
of synthetic motor oil,” said AMSOIL Race
and Events Manager Jeremy Meyer. “It
has exceeded all expectations as students
have seen the benefits provided by
AMSOIL products firsthand, and they’ve
carried that enthusiasm and loyalty for
AMSOIL products with them as they enter
the workforce as motorcycle and marine
technicians.”

14
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AMSOIL also offers several scholarship
opportunities for MMI students. In addition
to awarding three $5,000 Employment
Scholarships per year, AMSOIL provides
36 students a $1,500 “Strong Start”
Relocation Grant to help mitigate the
expenses associated with relocating to an
MMI campus.
After serving 20 years in the U.S. military,
including tours in both Afghanistan
and Iraq, Sergeant First Class Robert
Thompson earned the AMSOIL “Strong
Start” Relocation Grant for the first quarter
of 2016. He is now taking his beloved
hobby and turning it into a sustainable
career, using the grant to set up a
temporary home base while he finishes the
Motorcycle Technical Specialist program at
MMI Orlando while his wife and six children
hold down the fort at home.
“The shop that’s closest to my hometown is
45 minutes to an hour away,” said Thompson.
“Once I have completed my course, I have
dreams of starting my own repair shop.”
To date, AMSOIL has awarded nine
Employment Scholarships and 99 “Strong
Start” Relocation Grants to MMI students.

I love fall. By far, it’s my favorite
time of year. The summer seems
too hectic in our household,
winters can be brutal in northern
Minnesota and spring is
sometimes just an extension of
winter. But the fall season really
brings it all together, with the
weather cooling off, late openwater fishing and getting ready for
the hunting seasons.
The first week of October would
have normally been spent doing
most of these things, but the fall
season has become increasingly
busy from an AMSOIL event
perspective. While many of our
Direct Jobbers headed to Florida
to learn and mingle (and dodge
the hurricane), our event staff was
busy running, or at least driving,
around the country.
AMSOIL had three major car
events that kicked off the month
of October, including the Endless
Summer Cruisin’ (Ocean City,
Md.), Cruisin’ the Coast (Biloxi,
Miss.) and the annual AMSOIL
America Adventure, which trekked
through New England this year.
These three events provide a great
snapshot of our country’s love
affair with the automobile and the
lengths we go behind the wheel.
From classic cars to modern-day
muscle, we like to drive. While there
were starting and stopping points
at each event, the beauty of these
“shows” was the focus on driving.
Whether it was skirting around
the Gulf of Mexico, slipping past
the Atlantic Ocean or winding
through the autumn leaves of New
Hampshire, these events ensure
the fall driving season is just as
important as the rest of the year.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Martin Signs with GEICO/AMSOIL/Honda
The addition of Jeremy Martin further strengthens powerhouse team.

Rider Jeremy Martin has signed a twoyear deal to join the GEICO/AMSOIL/
Honda team for the 2017 and 2018
Monster Energy Supercross and AMA
Motocross seasons. The deal keeps
Martin in the 250 class for 2017, but will
move him to a Honda CRF450R fulltime in 2018.
“I’m very excited to finally announce
I’ve signed a two-year deal with the
GEICO/AMSOIL/Honda team,” said
Martin in a press release. “They’re a
proven, championship-winning team
and I’m excited to reach a new level on
the 250 next year and continue the
relationship through the 2018
season as a rookie 450 rider.”

“Everyone at GEICO/AMSOIL/Honda
is happy to have Jeremy Martin coming
to our team,” said Team Manager Mike
LaRocco. “He has that burning desire to
be great and I look forward to working with
him. He’s a great addition to our team.”
Martin, of Millville, Minn., won the 2014
and 2015 AMA 250 National Motocross
Championships and has won 11 career
AMA National Motocross races and four
career AMA 250 Supercross events,
along with collecting 12 supercross
podium finishes.

*All trademarked names and images are the property of their respective owners and may be registered marks
in some countries. No affiliation or endorsement claim, express or implied, is made by their use. All products
advertised here are developed by AMSOIL for use in the applications shown.

Martin made his racing debut with
GEICO/AMSOIL/Honda at the Glen
Helen MXGP of the USA in San
Bernardino, Calif., finishing second in
each moto to earn second overall in the
MX2 (250) class.

DEALER IMPACT
Monster Energy Supercross fans are
often do-it-yourselfers, presenting prime
opportunities for AMSOIL Dealers to
gain new customers and increase sales.
• 78 percent change their own oil.
• 76 percent indicate that protection is
the #1 attribute they look for in an oil.
• 78 percent own a car, SUV or van.
• 830,000 attended a live supercross event.
• More than 15 million viewers watched
supercross on TV.
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MONTHLY LEADERS

The AMSOIL Dealer Hall of Fame, full AMSOIL business category descriptions and top 20 monthly
leaders can be found in the Dealer Recognition area under the Services menu in the Dealer Zone.

Dave M. Mann
Bill & Donna Durand
Wisconsin

Carol H. Bell

7-STAR

Texas
5-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

7-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FIRST
Total Organization
SECOND
Personal Group Sales
HALL OF FAME

SECOND
Total Organization
New Qualified Customers
FIRST
Personal Group Sales
NINTH
Commercial Account Sales

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

THIRD
Total Organization
FOURTH
Personal Group Sales
TENTH
Commercial Account Sales

FIFTH
New Customer Sales

Sherree Schell
Idaho

Robert V. Spence
Kansas

4-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

SEVENTH
Total Organization
Personal Group Sales

Daniel & Judy Watson
Florida
2-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

TENTH
Personal Group Sales
SIXTH
Retail Account Sales

Eric C. Rychener
Ohio
DIRECT DEALER

EIGHTH
Commercial Account Sales

James Ackney
Alberta
MASTER DIRECT JOBBER

NINTH
Retail Account Sales
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2-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

EIGHTH
Total Organization

David B.
Richardson

Keith & Betty
Hartman
Kansas
2-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

NINTH
Total Organization

Kirk Olson

Ohio

Colorado

EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBER

PREMIER DIRECT JOBBER

FIRST
Commercial Account Sales

Ray & Kathy Yaeger
Wisconsin
5-STAR

SECOND
Commercial Account Sales

John & Dianne
Moldowan
Alberta

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBERS

SECOND
Retail Account Sales

THIRD
Retail Account Sales

Thomas H. Kirby

Mylo & Patty
Twingstrom

Michigan
2-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

TENTH
Retail Account Sales

Minnesota
1-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FIRST
New Qualified Customers

AUGUST 2016
Thomas & Sheila Shalin
Georgia
4-STAR

Leonard & Marcie
Pearson

FOURTH
Total Organization
THIRD
Personal Group Sales
New Qualified Customers
EIGHTH
Retail Account Sales
SECOND
New Customer Sales

Washington

Ches & Natasha Cain

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

South Dakota
3-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

TENTH
Total Organization
FIFTH
Personal Group Sales
EIGHTH
New Qualified Customers
New Customer Sales

George & Shirley
Douglas
Tennessee
4-STAR

5-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FIFTH
Total Organization

SIXTH
Total Organization
NINTH
Personal Group Sales

Michael H. Ellis

Vijay Parany

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

Michigan

Ontario

5-STAR

1-STAR

SIXTH
Personal Group Sales

EIGHTH
Personal Group Sales

FIFTH
Commercial Account Sales

NINTH
New Qualified Customers

FIRST
Retail Account Sales

SEVENTH
New Customer Sales

Roger B. Silcox

David & Linda
Trekell

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

Thomas R. Weiss
North Dakota
REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBER

THIRD
Commercial Account Sales
FIRST
New Customer Sales

Douglas Huculak
Saskatchewan

Alberta

Texas

REGENCY DIRECT JOBBER

PREMIER DIRECT JOBBERS

FOURTH
Commercial Account Sales

SIXTH
Commercial Account Sales

Greg & Joan
Desrosiers

Darren Kohls

Alberta

Alberta

REGENCY GOLD
DIRECT JOBBER

EXECUTIVE DIRECT
JOBBER

FOURTH
Retail Account Sales

FIFTH
Retail Account Sales

3-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

SEVENTH
Retail Account Sales
THIRD
New Customer Sales

Kent & Trudy
Whiteman
Utah
7-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

FOURTH
New Qualified Customers
New Customer Sales

Michael J. Mathe

Joann & Robert
Smythe

Tennessee
REGENCY SILVER
DIRECT JOBBER

Texas

FIFTH
New Qualified Customers
SIXTH
New Customer Sales

DIRECT DEALERS

SIXTH
New Qualified Customers
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Jerry Dawson
Texas
MASTER DIRECT JOBBER

TENTH
New Qualified Customers

Lynn & Beth Pabst
Wisconsin
2-STAR

REGENCY PLATINUM
DIRECT JOBBERS

NINTH
New Qualified Customers

HIGHER LEVELS OF RECOGNITION

Martin A. Francis
Florida

Kirk Olson
Colorado
PREMIER DIRECT JOBBER

John & Jodi Nekhay
Michigan

DIRECT JOBBER

DIRECT JOBBERS

Sponsors:
Daniel & Judy Watson

Sponsors:
Ray & Kathy Yaeger

Direct Jobbers:
Daniel & Judy Watson

Direct Jobbers:
Ray & Kathy Yaeger

Eric C. Rychener

Roger Farina

Ohio

North Carolina

DIRECT DEALER

DIRECT DEALER

Sponsor:
Nathan Sauder

Sponsor:
Duane J. Roark

Direct Jobber:
Nathan Sauder

Direct Jobber:
Duane J. Roark

PREMIER

Cameron L.
Montgomery
Washington
DIRECT DEALER

Sponsor:
Todd A. Gibson
Direct Jobbers:
Scott & Jackie Dollaway
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Joann & Robert
Smythe

Frederick George
Reitmeyer

Texas

Washington

DIRECT DEALERS

ACCOUNT DIRECT

Sponsor:
Allan G. Mather

Sponsors:
Andrew & Terrill Collins

Direct Jobber:
Jason Wynne

Direct Jobbers:
Joseph & Donna Day
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CHANGE IS COMING
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November Close-Out
The last day to process November
orders in the U.S. and Canada is the
close of business on Wednesday, Nov.
30. Individual telephone and walk-in
orders will be processed if initiated
by the close of business. Internet
and fax orders will be accepted until
3 p.m. Central Time on that day. All
orders received after these times
will be processed for the following
month. Volume transfers for November
business will be accepted until 3 p.m.
Central Time on Tuesday, Dec. 6. All
transfers received after this time will
be returned.

Holiday Closings
The Edmonton Distribution Center will
be closed Friday, Nov. 11 for Remembrance Day. The AMSOIL corporate
headquarters and U.S. distribution
centers will be closed Thursday, Nov.
24 for Thanksgiving Day.

New Heavy-Duty Metal Protector
Formulation Launches January 2017
AMSOIL Heavy-Duty Metal Protector
(AMH) will be reformulated to provide
improved performance as a corrosion
inhibitor. Although it will still provide

U P D AT E S

lubricating properties, its primary
focus will be corrosion protection.
AMSOIL Chain Lube (ACL) is
recommended for chain lubrication
needs. Look for more information
in upcoming issues of AMSOIL
Magazine.

Cold-Temperature Storage
Recommendations
Because cold-temperature storage can
be detrimental to the performance of
some AMSOIL products, AMSOIL offers
the following storage recommendations:
Lubricants: Store at temperatures at
least 10°F above the lubricant’s pour
point.
Greases: Store in a dry environment
at temperatures above freezing (32°F).
Gasoline Additives, Engine and
Transmission Flush: No adverse
issues with cold-temperature storage.
Diesel Injector Clean, Diesel Cetane
Boost, Diesel Recovery: No adverse
issues with cold-temperature storage.
Diesel Cold Flow, Diesel Injector
Clean + Cold Flow: Store at
temperatures above 0°F.

Brake Fluids: Do not store at
temperatures below -40°F for longer
than two weeks.
Heavy Duty Metal Protector, Metal
Protector, Chain Lube, Power Foam,
Fogging Oil, Silicone Spray, Spray
Grease, Heavy-Duty Degreaser: No
adverse issues with cold-temperature
storage as long as products are
allowed to warm to room temperature
before use.
Firearm Lubricant, Firearm Cleaner:
No adverse issues with coldtemperature storage. Warm to above
-40˚F before use.
Miracle Wash®: Store at temperatures
above freezing (32°F).
Antifreeze and Engine Coolant: Will
not freeze. No adverse issues with
cold-temperature storage.
Coolant Boost: Store above 32°F.
Slip Lock ®: No adverse issues with
cold-temperature storage. If product
separates, heat to room temperature
and shake well before use.

Prepare Your Small
Equipment for Winter Storage.
Engine Fogging Oil (FOG) gives stored equipment
long-term protection against corrosion and dry starts,
extending engine life and reducing operating expenses.

Online Store: www.amsoil.com
Telephone: 1-800-777-7094
EZ Online Order Form:
myaccount.amsoil.com
20
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Gasoline Stabilizer (AST) is formulated to keep
fuel from deteriorating during storage. It reduces the
oxidation process to prevent varnish and gum buildup
in gasoline, which can clog injectors, stick floats and
cause poor engine performance.

“Even after a
forty-below
winter in an
unheated
garage, my lawn
mower started
on the first pull
last spring.”
L.N.
Minnesota

THREE GREAT PERKS
FOR YOUR NEW
RETAIL ACCOUNTS
Retail accounts are critical to growing
your business, and to help your efforts, we
offer several perks to help you land more
accounts. New retail accounts that place a
$300 qualifying order receive the following:

FREE SHIPPING

Orders of $300 ($400 Canada) or more receive
free shipping.

AMSOIL LOCATOR

Approximately 30,000 people visit amsoil.com
every day, many looking for retail businesses
that sell AMSOIL products or install them as
part of a service. Qualifying retail accounts
appear on the AMSOIL Locator, helping drive
customers through their doors.

FREE MERCHANDISING KIT

Accounts receive a merchandising kit designed
to increase sales for their type of business.
• Auto Service Center • Retail
• Powersports • Motorcycle
IMPORTANT TIP:
Kits are automatically shipped based on the
account classification you assign. Make sure
you classify your accounts correctly so they
receive the appropriate kit.
Use the Retail Merchandising Kit Sell Sheet
(G3375), available in the Dealer Zone (Business
Tools>Literature>Dealer Literature), to present
the opportunity to prospects.
Every Dealer should have at least one installer
account. Otherwise, where will you send your
DIFM customers?
NOVEMBER 2016 |
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Great information on potential
upgrades to the Dealer Program
was shared at the DJ Convention.
Exciting potential upgrades are being tested now.

Bryce Malone | VICE PRESIDENT, DEALER SALES AND SERVICE
It was great to see many of you
at the DJ Convention. We had
a great time and I really enjoyed
spending the time with our Dealers,
sharing insights and having great
conversation.
During the convention, we shared
a lot of information on some very
exciting concepts and program and
policy changes we are working on.
Now I want to share some of that with
all of you.
Testing has become a big part of
how we determine if a promotion
or program will be effective. All of
the P.C. promotions we run were
tested with small groups before they
were placed into service. We are
working on some additional Dealer
and customer tests now. These tests
give us insight as to how they will
perform, and it’s important that they
are conducted using small groups.
They tell us what percentage of
customers will use a promotion, how
their purchase habits are affected,
how frequently they place orders
and if the changes enable us to
retain customers for longer periods
of time. In the coming weeks, we will
be conducting some tests to see if
promotions are as effective when
provided for Dealers to present to
prospects in the field. This is just
the start. Some of you will be part of
these tests and some will not. Don’t
be alarmed if you aren’t one of the
participants. The outcome of these
tests will provide greater opportunity
for all Dealers.

22
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AMSOIL also participated in focus
groups designed to learn more about
what other direct-selling companies
are doing to engage and excite their
base, and we learned a lot. We need
to provide new Dealers with a better
introduction to AMSOIL. We need to
make a bigger impact with our kit and
its contents. We gave DJs a look at a
new Dealer Kit that we are finalizing
and we are excited about the added
value a new Dealer will receive.
We also learned that many directselling companies offer “start-up”
bonuses to get new Dealers up and
running quickly. We are currently
testing a new bonus program that
some of our Dealers are helping
to execute. This new Jump-Start
Bonus Program is being tested with
newly signed Dealers and it allows
them to earn extra in bonuses for
registering new buying customers
over their first six months as Dealers.
It is an aggressive payout plan, but it
reinforces the importance of building
your network and being a customer
generator. It is all being tested, and
it will likely be modified, but we are
taking the steps necessary to make
the AMSOIL Dealer opportunity the
best it has ever been.
We have also heard from our home
warehousing Dealers about how the
P.C. Program promotions and free
freight for retailers have affected their
personal purchases and the volume
discounts they normally receive
for placing larger orders. We are
evaluating ways in which we can help
alleviate the burden some have faced.

Many opportunities will be provided
to Dealers in the coming months to
build your networks and grow your
businesses. In the end, it will be our
Dealers who determine if a program
will be successful. I ask that you help
champion these changes. We are
working at a feverish pace to make
sure our Dealers and our customers
are provided the best programs and
products available in the market
today. Embrace the opportunity and
challenge your teams to build their
networks.
Lastly, one tip I would offer is
embrace your catalog customers. I
like to think of our catalog customers
as a first date; these are people who
are willing to have a cup of coffee
with you, but they’re not going to
buy dinner on date number one.
These are your best prospects,
however, and they just need a reason
to become a committed AMSOIL
customer. Reach out to current and
past catalog customers – they have
purchased AMSOIL products before
and experienced their benefits.
Stay in touch, point out the new
P.C. Program and sell them on
the benefits of being an AMSOIL
customer.

New 2017 Calendars
Available Now
The new full-color 2017 AMSOIL calendar features one
AMSOIL employee-enthusiast and the products they use for
each month of the year.
Calendars personalized with your contact information are
available from the AMSOIL Print Center. Click the Print Center
icon in the Dealer Zone.
Non-personalized calendars are also available and may be
personalized by adding your business card. Simply insert your
business card in the slotted area and your contact info is visible
for a full 12 months. No minimum-quantity orders required.

AMSOIL Print Center Pricing* - Personalized
1 – 49 calendars
50 – 99 calendars
100 – 249 calendars
250 – 499 calendars
500+ calendars

$2.62 each
$2.19 each
$1.84 each
$1.80 each
$1.48 each

* Includes shipping.

AMSOIL Pricing** - Non-Personalized
Stock #

Qty.

G1105-EA 1
G1105-CA 10

U.S.

1.75
15.00

Can.

2.35
20.00

**Calendars also subject to shipping charges.
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Filtration Solutions

WE HONOR

www.amsoil.com

Leading the Field in
Deposit Protection

*Based on independent, third-party testing of AMSOIL® Signature Series
5W-30, Mobil 1® Extended Performance 5W-30 and Royal Purple® API 5W-30
in the ASTM D6335 bench test required by the API SN Resource Conserving
specification. For full test details visit www.amsoil.com/depositprotection.

TEOST 33C Test Results

30
Total Deposit Weight (mg)

AMSOIL Signature Series
Synthetic Motor Oil protects
against harmful deposits on
turbochargers 4X better
than Mobil 1® Extended
Performance and 3.6X
better than Royal Purple®
in industry-standard
testing*.
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AMSOIL Signature Series 5W-30

(Discover in U.S. only)
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The independent, third-party lab
results show AMSOIL Signature
Series 5W-30 held deposits to well
under the 30 mg limit recommended
by vehicle manufacturers.

